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By: Robert (Bob) Barnes – Sub-Branch President

Another busy but constructive month for our Sub
Branch. We were well represented at the
American celebration of Memorial Day hosted by
American Legion Post 123. The Clark Cemetery is
still looking like a war zone with the ongoing
construction/maintenance, the entire works team
should be congratulated. Next was the soft
opening and blessing of the “Duyan ni Maria”
orphanage. It is almost ready for occupancy and
will have an official opening in August. Again, we
will be represented. Please refer to the photos in
this newsletter. The next event that we will
attend is the American Independence Day

celebrations to be held on the 4th July. (See the
flyer in the newsletter). The event will be held at
the Ponderosa Resort and will coincide of the
reopening of the pool area and the new name
will be used: “The Hotel Fenson” It’s always a
good day and will be hosted by President Jim
Lary of the Vietnam Veterans of America.
Hopefully the renovations will be completed in
time.
Our next major event is Vietnam Veterans Day,
18th August. Planning is in an advanced state and
after the service at Clark Cemetery, it will be our
turn to enjoy the Rejuvenated Hotel Fenson. If all
goes to plan, it will also be an opportunity to
meet an Australian hero/legend. I’m referring to
Keith Payne, holder of the Victoria Cross who
will be accompanied by his good lady, Florence
who is a celebrity in her own right having been
awarded the OAM for her incredible works in surf
lifesaving. VP Gay Barnes has prepared an
itinerary for their visit and we are hopeful of
organising a children’s medical mission to
coincide with their stay here.
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More “behind the scenes” work includes a
proposed plastic membership card for use in the
Philippines only. This card will have a date on it
so the local bars/restaurant/hotels will know that
the member is financial before offering a
discount. This should eliminate the problem that
some of our members have encountered in the
entertainment area of Angeles. The card will be
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printed here in the Philippines so new & renewal
members will have the card very quickly.
I know that this edition of our newsletter is going
to be large so I will cut this report short and go
on shore leave. See you at the Ponderosa/Hotel
Fenson for Independence Day.
Cheers from President Bob Barnes

If I recall correctly, we have held a
previous Med Mission at this
location. This one is on Saturday 1
July. Fairly easy to get to, however,
as we always advise, if transport is
required, be at the Ponderosa/Hotel
Fenson at 0730 hours for transport to
the Medical Mission site.
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DISCLAIMER
The Angeles City Sub-Branch of the R&SLA, the Committee and the Editor take no responsibilities for any errors, omissions or inaccuracies contained in this newsletter.
Nor do they accept any liability for loss or damage suffered directly or indirectly for use of information contained in this newsletter. Nor do they warrant that articles or
opinions published in this newsletter are necessarily the opinions held by the Sub-branch, the Committee or the Editor
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For those who do not know, the old Ponderosa Hotel, home of the Angeles City RSL Sub Branch
has new owners and is now call the Hotel Fenson
Major renovations are in progress and, looking at their facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/hotelfenson/
will show what the hotel should look like in a couple of months
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For a couple of years now you have
been reading about
Filipino/Australians and their
involvement in the defence of
Australia. The series has been
authored by Paul Rosenzweig, an ex
Australian Army Officer, once posted
to the Defence Attache Office at the
Australian Embassy Manila.
Paul has recently been presented with
an award for his research into
Philippine/ Australian diplomatic
relations.
Below is a short article by Paul on that
award, followed by Paul’s continuing
series.
Yesterday (21 May 2017) I attended a
ceremony at the Philippine Embassy in
Canberra to accept a 70th Anniversary
Award from Her Excellency Minda
Calaguian-Cruz, Philippine
Ambassador to Australia, as part of the
commemoration of the 70th
anniversary of the Establishment of
Diplomatic Relations between the
Philippines and Australia.
There were just 20 awardees, and mine was the only award in the category “Defense and Security Cooperation”
– awarded for “extraordinary contributions in enhancing bilateral relations between the Philippines and Australia
through your chosen advocacy and dedicated service”.
The award partly referred to my previous role as a military attaché in the Philippines, but mostly honoured my
work in researching, recording and preserving through publications and other means the previously
undocumented contributions of Filipinos and Filipino-Australians to Australia’s military heritage.
In accepting the award, I said that it firstly recognised those Filipino-Australians who served in the military forces
but left no direct descendants – my ‘Thanks Digger’ page and various publications have given them a voice.
Secondly, the published research has assisted families by giving them the military context of the service and
sacrifice of their Filipino-Australian ancestors, overlaid on the social history and kinship.
And thirdly, this award actually recognises all of the descendants of the original Manilamen of Darwin, who have
supported my research and allowed me to be their agent – to ensure that these Filipino-Australian veterans of
five wars between 1915 and 1975 – our ‘Fil-Anzacs’ – will not be forgotten.
Paul A Rosenzweig OAM(RP) FMHSA JP
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Left to right:
- Mr Allaster Cox, First
Assistant Secretary
South-East Asia
Maritime Division,
Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade;
- Her Excellency, Minda
Calaguian-Cruz,
Philippine Ambassador
to Australia.
- Ms Elizabeth Kikkert
MLA (ACT), Shadow
Minister for Families,
Youth and Community
Services, Shadow
Minister for Multicultural
Affairs.
- Major Paul Rosenzweig
(ret’d), military historian

THE FILIPINO ORIGINS OF
NORTHERN TERRITORY PLACE NAMES
Part 5 : Perez Street

During visits to the Top End, visitors may have noticed a plaque
affixed to the base of the Darwin Cenotaph honouring Darwin
residents who lost their lives in World War 2. Included on this list is
the Filipino-Australian pilot Flying Officer Miguel Perez, who was
also honoured in 1971 when ‘Perez Street’ was registered in his
memory.
Ponce and Perez families
Miguel Louis Perez was born in Darwin on 19 August 1924 to
Rafael Perez from Spain and his Filipino-Australian wife Mary.
Pantaleona Mary Ponce was born in Darwin on 27 July 1898, the
daughter of Rafael Ponce (1859-1928), one of Darwin’s old
Manilamen from the end of the 19th century, a diver and labourer.
She and her brother Eusebio Joseph grew up with Francisco and
Beatrice Maria Chavez, who had been adopted by Rafael Ponce
after their father died.
When Rafael Ponce died in Darwin in April 1928, aged 69, he was
recalled as, “a very old resident of Darwin, having resided here for
practically a lifetime”. His wife had died in their Bennett Street
residence in 1922, and Rafael was survived by his two children, two
step-children, and several grandchildren.

Pantaleona Mary Ponce (1898-1984)
Mary Ponce married Rafael Perez in St Mary’s Star of the Sea
Cathedral in Smith Street, Darwin in July 1919, followed by a
wedding breakfast at the Catholic Club. Rafael and Mary lived in
Wood Street; Rafael worked as a boathand and was noted as a
bird fancier. They had 7 children, and all attended St Joseph’s
Convent School.
During the evacuation at the end of 1941, Mary took her children
on the SS Zealandia on 20 December. Rafael left Darwin on 26
February 1942, after the bombing raids had commenced, taking
their son Joe. They lived in Moore Park, NSW until 1946 when they
returned to Darwin. Raphael left Darwin in or around 1962 as he
was terminally ill with cancer, and passed away in his birth town
near Valencia in Spain and was buried there.
The youngest of their sons, Raphael Imilo Perez (1929-1995),
known to the family as ‘Uncle Rusty’, never married and spent his
life in Darwin looking after his mother. Mary died on 27 March 1984,
and was buried in Darwin’s ‘Pioneer Cemetery’.
Among Rafael Ponce’s grandchildren, four grandsons served
during World War 2, the sons of his daughter Mary Perez: Flying
Officer Miguel Louis Perez (1924-1945) and Leading Aircraftman
Juan (John) Perez (1921-2017) in the RAAF, and also Sergeant
Joseph (Joe) Perez (1922-2002) and Private Francisco Augustine
(Frank) Perez (1927-1999) in the Australian Imperial Force.
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In addition, on 19 February 1942 Eusebio Ponce and Francisco
(‘Chico’) Chavez were working on the wharf during the first bombing
raid, and Francisco was among several who were killed instantly,
with no trace of their remains ever found.
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‘Perez Street’ in the Darwin suburb of Wanguri was registered by
Darwin City Council on 7 April 1971 in memory of the FilipinoAustralian pilot Miguel Perez.
Lest we Forget

This was a significant contribution by one Filipino family to the
Australian war effort during World War 2.

Paul A Rosenzweig

Miguel Louis Perez

ThanksDigger@gmail.com

On 6 January 1945, Flying Officer Michael Louis Perez was killedin-action over Belgium while captain of an Avro Lancaster longrange bomber, aged 20. He was one of 10,000 Australians who
served with the RAF’s Bomber Command during World War 2, and
one of the 3,486 killed in action – about 20% of Australia’s combat
deaths during the war.

More info at: https://www.facebook.com/Thanks.Digger

Miguel enlisted as ‘Michael Perez’ in Sydney on 7 November 1942,
and soon qualified as aircrew and then as an Airman Pilot
(Sergeant) in 1943. He was commissioned as an Acting Flying
Officer on 25 October 1944, and was a pilot with No. 207 Squadron
at RAF Spilsby in Lincolnshire, England.
He was the Australian captain of an RAF Avro Lancaster III bomber
for three operational sorties: on 7 December 1944 (Munich), 1
January 1945 (Dortmund) and 5 January (Royan).
Flying Officer Perez was killed in action on 6 January 1945 during
his fourth mission, as captain of Lancaster ‘EM-F’, serial number
‘NE168’, during a night mission over Houffalize, Belgium to attack
German supply routes in the Belgian Ardennes.
In 1948, his body and the bodies of five crew members were
recovered in the woods near Houffalize in Belgium, near the border
with Luxembourg, and were buried on a nearby farm.
Commemoration
The headstone of Flying Officer Michael Perez stands in the
Houffalize Municipal Cemetery. In the investigations conducted in
early 1949, only three of Lancaster NE168’s crew could be
positively identified. The remains of Michael Perez and two others
were buried in a collective grave in plot 1B-1C, but each with an
individual headstone erected by the Commonwealth War Graves
Commission.
The Darwin Soldiers’ Monument was erected to honour all men
from the Northern Territory who died on war service during the
Great War. After World War 2, a plaque was included to honour
Darwin residents who lost their lives in the war, including Flying
Officer Perez.
Miguel Perez is also honoured on the Roll of Honour at the
Australian War Memorial in Canberra (panel 128).

Thanks Digger
The ‘Thanks Digger’ Facebook page has been
established as a tribute
to all Australian Service personnel and others
who have served in the defence of Australia and Australia’s interests.
https://www.facebook.com/Thanks.Digger | ThanksDigger@gmail.com

Captions
Image 1: ‘Perez Street’ in Wanguri was registered by Darwin City
Council on 7 April 1971 in memory of the Filipino-Australian pilot
Miguel Perez.
Image 2: Miguel (‘Michael’) Louis Perez soon after his enlistment
in the RAAF, with his mother Mrs Mary Perez and sisters Isabel
and Margaret.
Image 3: Miguel Perez as a Flight-Sergeant in the RAAF in 1944
.
Image 4: The name of Miguel Perez is listed on the Roll of Honour at
the Australian War Memorial (panel 128).
Image 5: The name of Miguel Perez is listed on the Darwin Cenotaph.
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General James “Jumpin Jim” Gavin – WWII Airborne Division

James Gavin as Major General: Right Paratroopers during Operation Market Garden
James Maurice “Jumpin’ Jim” Gavin was the youngest lieutenant-general in the US Army ever, and the only general to
make four combat airborne jumps in the history of the United States. Hence his nickname. Before he became a general,
he spent a life of struggle with very humble beginnings. He was an orphan born in Brooklyn in 1907. Jim was adopted as
a two-year-old boy by Martin and Mary Gavin from Mount Carmel, Pennsylvania in 1909.
Gavin grew up in a mining family, but he realized that life in the coal mines of Pennsylvania was not for him. He ran away
from home in 1924, at the age of 17. He enlisted in the US Army as an orphan, as he required his parents’ consent being
underage. He served in the U.S. Coast Artillery at Fort Sherman, Panama.
After serving for six months, Gavin was promoted to a corporal. In his free time, he read books about military tactics
throughout history and dreamed about enrolling in the prestigious West Point Military Academy.
Class at West Point, 1929.
In pursuit of his dream, he applied to a local army school and became a
candidate for West Point. He again lied about his age stating he was 21,
instead of 18. He had little formal education and, to keep up in class, he
spent the early hours of every morning reading in the bathroom where there
was light.
Following four years of hard work he graduated in 1929, becoming a
second lieutenant. He was stationed at Camp Harry J. Jones, Arizona,
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along with the 25th Infantry Regiment, one of the few units made up entirely of African American soldiers. There he
became acquainted with the US Army segregation policy, against which he fought in the later years of his career.
During the pre-war years, Gavin advocated radical innovations within the US Army strategic doctrines. He was very much
aware that the nature of warfare was changing. Tanks and airplanes, he believed would play a much greater role and
to supply them with gasoline, along with other logistics, were the future problems of military leaders.
His opinions did not go unnoticed, as he was sent back to West Point just before the outbreak of WWII, to work in the
Tactics Faculty there. Gavin was amazed by the storming of the Belgian Fort Eben-Emael by German paratroopers. He
decided to dedicate himself to the development of US Airborne Units. In August 1941, James Gavin, now a captain,
commanded the experimental unit which became the core of the airborne troops.
American paratroopers of the 504th PIR bound for Sicily,
July 1943;
He was also recommended to contribute to developing tactics
to be used in an airborne attack. Gavin collected his research
into a book entitled FM 31-30: Tactics and Technique of AirBorne Troops which served as a textbook for his recruits.
When the US entered the war, Gavin was promoted to colonel
and given command over the airborne invasion of Sicily in
1943. It was his first combat operation. He implemented a high
esprit du corps within his paratroopers, insisting on strong
leadership and the highest commitment among his officers.
They were “the first out of the airplane door and the last in the
chow line,” as he used to say. He carried an M1 Garand rifle instead of the M1 carbine usually issued to officers, to
demonstrate he was one of the men, as well as an officer.
On July 9, he was the first to jump out of the plane and land in Sicily together with the 505th Airborne Regiment. He had
a minor injury on landing but was faced with a bigger problem. His troops were scattered all over the place, with practically
none of them hitting the landing zone. Nevertheless, he gathered around him a group of twenty men and began marching
towards the sound of battle, as the full-scale invasion of Sicily was under way.
The scattered troops formed pockets of resistance, and the guerrilla tactics they had learned from Colonel Gavin were
put to use, as they disrupted the enemy supply lines.
After a few days, he had stabilized his positions and held some strategically vital positions while facing numerously larger
enemy forces backed by Tiger tanks. His act of valor gained him yet another promotion. James Gavin was now a brigadier
general. At 36 years of age, he was the youngest general in the army of both the Allies and Axis forces.
Sicily taught him some great lessons which he needed to achieve his next assignment; Normandy. Once again he jumped
with his troops in the 82nd Airborne Division into the campaign.
His men were tasked with capturing the town of Saint Mere Eglise. The goal was holding the Merderet River bank. The
two bridges captured along the Merderet River were crucial for a link-up of troops that operated in that vicinity. Heavy
firefighting occurred, and the bridges were held, lost and then regained. Gavin commanded tirelessly over his men,
holding his ground and fulfilling his orders.
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Although not as planned, the elements of Gavin’s 505th Airborne Regiment broke German counter-attacks and held on
long enough to be relieved by the infantry.
The next large-scale operation in which Gavin took place, this time as head of the 82nd Division, was Market Garden in
1944. Although the operation itself was a failure, Gavin once again distinguished himself particularly during the battle of
the Nijmegen bridge on the Waal river.
Gavin receiving the Distinguished Service
Order from British Field Marshal Bernard
Montgomery in Mönchengladbach on March
21, 1945.

After the war he continued to write about military
tactics, always thinking outside the box. Gavin
took a decisive stand on integrating AfricanAmericans within the US Army and formed the
all-black 555th Parachute Infantry Battalion. He
was considered to be the most “colorblind” man
in the US military.
Gavin ended the war as a major general. He then
served as a US ambassador to France during
the JFK term. He was the leading figure in
developing the so-called Pentomic Division, in which vehicles were adjusted to be dropped by airplane, just like
paratroopers. He also pioneered some of the helicopter tactics that were implemented in the Vietnam War.
General James Gavin received 20 medals altogether, including two from the French Government, one from the Belgians,
and one from the Government of the Netherlands. He died on February 23, 1990, after leading an incredible and
courageous life.
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AN INTERESTING TRAVELOGUE CONTINUES
BOSNIA
Last month I described our trip from Brisbane to Dubai, then onto Venice Italy and finally onwards to Bosnia
via Slovinia and Croatia. Our trip continues in Bosnia.
Just a few short km’s after paying an exorbitant amount for a km of motorway, we entered our destination,
Medugorje.
It was a larger place than I
imagined, but the place is
prosperous due to its church
(left). This is where those of
the Catholic faith go for
their pilgrimage and every
so often listen to a lady
visionary deliver a message.
Background to this. Some
years ago when the then
army forbid praying, this
lady made her way up a
rocky hill and near the top
saw an apparition. She
received a message. This
then set the stone for the
pilgrimages.
The current Pope was a bit
concerned about what
Medugorje was all about and
what it offered, so he despatched the Bishop of Poland to check things out. The Bishop arrived the same day as
we did and held a Mass in the church. We knew he was coming as did thousands of others. The town was awash
with adherents. All accommodation was filled up, coaches from all surrounding countries were parked in any
space that would take them. Private vehicles added to the mass of vehicles in town.
The Bishops visit also co-ordinated with the appearance of the lady of vision and message where she would
appear at a monument amongst rocks some short distance from the church. Were caught a taxi to there where
we could hardly move for the mass of people already there. After about an hour of our arrival, the lady appeared,
moved along a path made for her to the monument where she delivered her message. Upon her departure,
adherents moved up to the monument to do their own blessing.
◄People
climbing
back down
the hill from
the Mary
Monument
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The crowd awaiting for the visionary and her message
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Ꙟ and where she handed down her message

I read the report that the Bishop submitted to the Pope and it was a glowing report. What the Pope was
concerned about was reports that visionaries in Medugorje were getting rich making up messages. The Bishop
dispelled those concerns.
The following day we drove our vehicle
to the same site and then climbed the
rocky hill to a place where another
monument was located. This was the
site of the original apparition.
←Statue of Mary on top of the hill
I was amazed by the people who made
this trek up the mountain. It was a
matter of stepping from sharp rock to
sharp rock up a hill that did not seem to
have an end. People of all ages made the
trek. Like me, most had purchased a
walking stick to assist for the climb. I
found the climb a bit of a challenge and I
was surprised at how
well I traversed it, but
I used the stick
almost all the way
back down. It was
more of an effort
coming down that
up. Some adherents
did the trip barefooted. Not for me!!
◄◄The main
street where the church and our accommodation was located was shop after shop selling everything you could
think of with a religious theme.
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We managed to get a good privately owned and run pension hotel which was no more than 100 metres from the
centre of attraction, the church. Our rooms were very modern, had a balcony overlooking the street, but did not
get any street noise as it was behind a set of shops. Ample parking out the back.
The tariff came with three meals a day, and even though I can clean up a good meal, the food provided was
much more than we needed. It came with wine and bottled mineral water. The owner and staff were most
friendly but not too good in English. Our mate was born in Italy and he managed to converse well with them.
Even though not of the Catholic faith, I was very happy to have gone and participated in the pilgrimage that the
others had gone for.
Our time there came to a close, so an early breakfast had been organised, load up the van and retrace our steps
back to Venice. The local currency is Mark and Schillings but credit card and € is accepted. There appeared to be
a lack of ATM’s .
Accomodation: Panson RUZIC email: marijaruzic.maja@gmail.com
But Slovinia was not through
with us yet. On the final strip
of single lane road to the
border control area, our side
of the road was clogged with
trucks of every description
and busses waiting to get
into their appropriate lane
for inspection. It was uphill.
One bus heading our way
decided to get to the front
by overtaking the trucks and
got caught with trucks
coming the opposite way.
There was no room for it to
get off the road so the driver
had to reverse back down
the road and was still going
way out of our sight. Later
when there was a break in oncoming traffic our driver tried the same tactic and we managed to round up dozens
of trucks and get to our lane at the border. Saved maybe an hour or so of waiting. The same stony faced brutes
processed our passports and we drew a sigh of relief when we re-entered Italy.
After a quick bite and a coffee just over the border in Italy, we drove the 150km back to Campalto. We re-booked
into the Marco Polo Hotel where we had a cool drink, and after meeting a friend who had flown in from
Switzerland, our driver Vitorio said goodbye and headed on the two hour drive back to his home in Bergamo.
Next month, Venicia (Venice)
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NEW MEMORIAL OF THE BOER WAR JUST OPENED IN CANBERRA

The eye-catching memorial is located on ANZAC Parade alongside many other memorials.
ANZAC Parade is the road that leads down from the iconic Australian War Memorial.

Wheelchair Seminar Report
On Tuesday May 16, following an invitation, I attended
the 3rd National Wheelchair Stakeholder’s Alignment
Meeting, held in Manila. This meeting, organised by
the Philippine Society of Wheelchair Professionals,
was held at the Pan Pacific and was attended by about
60 people from around the Philippines, all drawn from
a variety of different disciplines, but with all of us
having direct interest in the better provision of
wheelchair services in this country.
We were drawn from government, both national and
local, from the medical profession - including doctors,
nurses and physiotherapists - from non-government
organisations such as the RSL and other wheelchair

distributors, as well as importers, users of wheelchairs
and parent support groups.
Seated at large circular tables, the meeting opened
with a prayer for guidance and was followed by the
Philippine National Anthem, which many of the
attendees sang. I, on the other hand, could only hum
the tune, the fluency of my Tagalog not yet being up
to the task! This country has a strong sense of national
pride and identity and its people are very open about
it and are fiercely proud of being Pilipino.
A workshop session commenced, aimed mainly at
enabling the attendees to get to know each other and
to work co-operatively in cohesive groups. This was
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followed by a brain-storming session as we looked at
how the profession could better promote both itself
and raise the awareness in all levels of Philippine
government and the wider population to the needs of
people requiring wheelchairs and the provision of
peripheral services.
Each group, against the clock, had to show their
results in hard form, either on paper or in model form,
using materials that had been provided. When each
group had completed their task, we progressively
moved around the room, viewing each of the groups
in turn and seeing what results had been reached by
others. This was followed by the facilitator leading us
as we condensed the results. It was very interesting to
see the different perspectives that came from session
and to realise that, although we are all engaged in
different aspects of wheelchair delivery, the problems
that we encounter are remarkably common.
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Further sessions explored what obstacles we
individually and collectively encounter in the provision
of wheelchair services and what strategy and/or action
could be undertaken to circumvent or eliminate those
roadblocks.
At the conclusion of the meeting there was time for
networking, where many contact details were
exchanged, all aimed at providing a better delivery of
wheelchair services in the Philippines..
The day proved to be a valuable one for all involved
and that, hopefully, we can collectively attain the
agreed objectives.
My congratulations and thanks to the Society, both
for organising the day and for including me in the
event.
Chris Weeks
Vice President and Wheelchair Manager
Angeles City RSL
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ADVERTISING

MEDIA RELEASE
THE HON DAN TEHAN MP
MINISTER FOR VETERANS’ AFFAIRS

21 June 2017

Vale Con Sciacca
Minister for Veterans’ Affairs Dan Tehan has paid
tribute to the late Hon Con Sciacca, Minister for
Veterans’ Affairs from 1994-1996, who passed away
today.
“Con Sciacca was a dearly loved husband, father,
grandfather, friend, neighbour colleague and much,
much more,” Mr Tehan said.
“As the tributes to Mr Sciacca flow from the many
people whose lives were touched by Con, I would like
to add mine in recognition of his great contribution as
Minister for Veterans’ Affairs.

“As Minister, Con Sciacca was instrumental in running
the Australia Remembers program, but he is better
remembered by Australia’s Defence community for
the genuine respect he had for our veterans and the
deep interest he took in their welfare.”
Editor Comment
Further to the Ministers comments above, Con
was one of the best, if not the best Minister for
Veterans Affairs we have had in my lifetime. Con
celebrated his 70th birthday one week ago,
something he fought his cancer to achieve.
RIP Concetto Antonio Sciacca
13 June 1947 - 21 June 2017
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Clubhouse: Ponderosa Hotel
1734 San Pablo St.,
Mt.View Balibago, Angeles City 2009, Philippines
President
Robert (Bob) Barnes
Mobile: + 63-928-145-6756
Email: president@rslangelescity.com
Vice Presidents
Gary Barnes
Mobile: +63-995-052-8994
Email: garylbarnes86@gmail.com

RSL
Angeles City Sub Branch Philippines

Secretary
Philip Salmon
Mobile: +63-9287424628
Email:
secretary@rslangelescity.com
Quartermaster
Vacant
Mobile:+63Email: dimmessent@yahoo.com

Chris Weeks
Mobile: +63-927-320-4149
Email: chris.weeks@hotmail.com
Treasurer
Ron Parrott
Mobile: +63-939-936-5939
Email: treasurer@rslangelescity.com

Editor
Larry Smith
Mobile: +61- 411 725 676
Email: editor@rslangelescity.com

Membership Officer
David Shine
Mobile: +63 0939 853 8168
Email: david.shine60@yahoo.com

Do not forget, if dialing ‘in-country’ add in a 0 before the number

“The price of liberty is
eternal vigilance”
Lest We Forget

Returned & Services League of Australia

The last two pages are designed for readers to copy and place in a secure but known
place.
It is a check-list of who to notify on the occasion of your untimely demise. It is
recommended by the Department of Veterans Affairs and completing it makes it easier
for your family to complete administration after your death. It also makes a lot of sense
to complete it. Ed
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Angeles City Sub Branch, Philippines

MINUTES OF MONTHLY
GENERAL MEETING HELD
Call to order: at 1404 hrs.

The doorman placed the “do not enter” sign on the door.
The President asked the members to turn off all phones recorders etc.
The secretary confirmed we have a quorum.
Ode to the fallen: Recited by President Bob Barnes
After the ode and silent tribute, the President asked the members to remain standing
and observe a minutes silence for William Scruggs who passed away. A service will be
held Wednesday 21st June
Attendance: 18 (as registered):14 Service & 4 affiliate
Apologies:

VP Chris Weeks

New members/transfers: No new member’s present
Visitors:

No visitors present

President’s address:-

The President advised that members have attended the soft opening of the Duyan ni Maria
Orphanage and also attended the service at Clark Cemetery hosted by American Legion Post
123.
The next planned event is the Vietnam Veterans of America celebrating Independence Day at
the Ponderosa resort which is about to be renamed Hotel Fenson. Tony Donson is planning an
official re-opening to be held on Independence Day and as the Yanks support us, I would ask
that we support them. Hopefully, we will have a new RSL sign for that day which I will discuss
in General Business.
We are still looking for a volunteer to take over the merchandising position and also someone
to relieve VP Chris as the wheelchair coordinator.

Minutes of meeting held 16th May 2017
Motion: The minutes of the general meeting held 16th May 2017 be accepted as a true and
accurate record
MOVED Philip Salmon
SECONDED David Shine CARRIED
Matters arising from minutes:VP Chris attended the wheelchair seminar and has prepared a brief report to be read in
correspondence.
Inward Correspondence:DVA
HMR Trading Haus
HMR Trading Haus

Re: Keith Payne visit
Request for partnership
More info on partnership
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State RSL
State RSL
State RSL
Hervey Bay Tri Services

Re: card printing: State RSL contact
Agenda for the 102nd Annual State Conference
Ballot forms
Newsletter

Outward Correspondence:State RSL
Re: card printing
Embassy
Requesting the guest speaker for Vietnam Veterans day
Embassy
Requesting assistance with the importation of the special wheelchairs
NSW RSL Branch
Tasmania Branch
West Aust Branch Requesting mail out to Sub Branches for hearing Aids
Vic Branch
APEX
Berafon Switzerland
Bernafon Austrealia
Living Sound Canada
Sent by VP Gary Barnes requesting hearing aids
Miracle Ear HQ USA
Siemens Germany
Siemens Philippines
The Secretary read VP Chris Weeks report re: the wheelchair seminar
Matters arising from correspondence:No contact available for South Australia Branch: they are in the hands of an administrator.
ACT bounced back
Motion: The inwards correspondence be accepted and the outgoing be endorsed.
MOVED Philip Salmon
SECONDED Scott Chambers
CARRIED
Matters arising from correspondence:Treasurer’s report:Treasurer Ron Parrott read and tabled his report for May 2017
Motion: The treasurer’s report for May 2017 be accepted as read and tabled.
(Note: copy with original minutes)
MOVED Ron Parrott
SECONDED Steve Innes
CARRIED
Matters arising from treasurer’s report:Garry McGufficke asked if we have an audit report. Ron wanted to discuss that in general
business.
VP Gary Barnes apologized to the members that the audit report has not been presented but
assured the members that it will be presented at the next general meeting.
Arthur Quinn questioned the wheelchair seminar expenses, thought it was too high. Ron
Parrott has the breakdown if anyone wanted to see it. General debate followed.
Medical Missions report:David Shine advised that at the last medical mission at Quezon New S/D, 476 children
attended and 1 cataract operation to be arranged. The next mission will be held at APZA
resettlement and the Hong Kong Fat Boys will attend
Welfare report:-
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Greg Mann explained in detail the advertised 1,800 peso hearing aids. He advised they are not
suitable for children but are fine for adults. Henson Hearing clinic has 20 only aids in stock.
Peter Renton handed Greg a parcel from Lee Townsend widow that contain 30 hearing aids.
Membership report:David Shine advised we have 377 financial members
General Business:President Bob handed out a proposed membership card for use in Angeles only. The card will
be dated so the bars know if a member is financial before giving an RSL discount. Gary
McGufficke asked why we need a discount and stated it is wrong for us to ask for one. Minor
debate followed, Bob said it is up to the individual if he/she wished to take advantage of a
discount.
The President showed the proposed banner to be at Night Moves. Arthur Quinn feels it need
more colour
President Bob showed the draft of a large RSL canvas banner to be used at various RSL
functions. Some members feel the banner should state “Open to all ex-servicemen from
around the world” The above 3 items to be on the agenda for the next committee meeting.
Any member that has suggestions should contact the secretary.
VP Gary talked on the planned visit of Keith Payne VC and Florence Payne OAM. They are
happy with the proposed draft program. DVA are sending a minder with them, Gary is
confident they will be here for Vietnam Veterans Day. The Ambassador to the Philippines may
attend but we are assured of high ranking embassy officials if she can not attend.
Ron briefly mentioned the audit report that will be on the agenda for the next committee
meeting.
Peter Renton read the letter/proposal from HMR Trading Haus and explained the discounts
they are prepared to offer. They may also wish to have a tent in the 2018 Fiesta.
The raffle was drawn, No 13 won by lucky Dave Shine

BEING NO MORE BUSINESS, THE MEETING CLOSED AT 1506 HRS
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Planning ahead – a Checklist for Notification
Complete the details in the second column of this checklist and keep it in a
safe place, ensuring that your family or friends know of its whereabouts. It will
make the task of notifying important people, businesses and organisations of
your death much easier for your relatives or friends.
My important documents are kept together in the
following location:
organisation
or business

Doctor
Minister of Religion
Prefered Funeral Director
Pre-paid funeral - Yes/No
Funeral Bond - Yes/No
Funeral Insurance - Yes/No
Dept. of Veterans’ Affairs
Defence Service Homes
Centrelink
Ex-service organisation(s)

Banks etc.

Solicitor
Accountant
Executor of Will
Vehicle Registration &
Licence

Contact Person,
telephone number &
relevant ID or Member number

notified of
death
(Tick box)
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PLANNING AHEAD – A Checklist for Notification continued
organisation
or business

Local Electricty Authority
Gas Supply Company
Local Council (Rates)
Telephone Company
Taxation Office
Electoral Office
Medicare
Health Benefits Fund
Professional Bodies
Clubs
Superannuation Fund
Allied Health Professionals
(Physiotherapist, Dentist,
Podiatrist, etc)
Insurance Companies:
Personal and Property
Department Store Accounts
Credit Card Accounts
Public Services (library etc)
Other

Contact Person,
telephone number&
relevant id or Member number

notified of
death (Tick
box)
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